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Abstract. This research purpose is to describe the result of class VIII Junior High School student’s science literacy ability in Padang. This kind of research is descriptive research. The technique that is used here is purpose sampling. Gathering data technique is using valid and reliable literacy question sheet supported with student’s and teacher’s interview data. The analyzing data technique is by counting average score of student’s science literacy test. Technique for checking data’s validity is by using triangulation technique. The result shows that student’s science literacy categorized as low level. The conclusion of this research is the ability of class VIII Junior High School in Padang based on total scores, basic competency and science competency shows that the average value of SMPN 1 Padang is the highest. Then followed by the SMP Ar-raisalah Padang and SMP Manjushri Padang with a low category.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Education nowadays which reaches 21 century can be seen by development of science and technology. 21 century education demand education organization to develop new paradigm for creating breakthrough thinking process, concept arrangement, and necessary action in order to produce high quality human resources (Wijaya, 2016).

Nowadays education purpose is to encourage students to have skill as investment in preparing themselves against era and global competition. One of the many skills that need to be mastered in 21 century is science literacy (Rahmadani, 2018).

Science literacy is a skill used to comprehend and implementing, and science concept in solving scientific issue and nowadays problem (Holbrook & Rannikmae, 2009; Singh dan Singh, 2016). According to Program for International Student Assessment (PISA), science literacy is defined as a skill in implementing science knowledge, question identification and taking conclusion based on evidences in order to make a decision related to the nature and human activity toward it (OECD, 2016). Science literacy consists of 4 aspects: science content, science process and comprehension, context and science application and behaviour towards science (Dani, 2009).

Knowledge/content consists of content knowledge and procedural. Science process and competency include; explaining scientific phenomenon, evaluating and designing scientific analyzing and interpreting data and scientific evidence. Context and application include health and disease, nature resources, environment quality, the bad impact of science and technology. Behavior toward science include knowledge development, reaching career in science, and implementing concept and scientific method in people lives (OECD, 2017).
Science literacy is important to be mastered by students because it is crucial in education process (Fatmawati, 2015). Based on that explanation, science literacy skill is an important skill which need to be mastered by students in order to face globalization and industrialization so that it needs to be integrated in science learning teaching process.

Science is a knowledge that learns about living-creature, nature phenomenon and help a lot in technology development (Roberts, 2007; Sloman, 2001). According to Sudarisman (2015), science is crucial in whole life, so Indonesian people is needed to learn it so that they will be able to reach science literacy. Student’s skill in science lesson can be measured by doing cognitive test based on science literacy that consist of content aspect, process and application in certain basic competency (Situmorang, 2016).

Science literacy-based cognitive test can be designed through science-related question, folks and environment issue, and technological impact (Situmorang, 2016). Based on that opinion, can be stated that students science literacy skill can be measured by formulating science literacy aspects in certain basic competency that related to science, scientific and technological issue, then doing try-out about question science literacy-based towards student.

Researcher has done a try-out of science literacy-based while doing observation to find out basic student’s skill in grade VIII due to their age is 15 years old and believed to be productive age in implementing science literacy (Rustaman, 2003). Researcher has done a try-out about it by taking sample in Junior High School in Padang with different status. So 3 school is chosen; SMPN 1 Padang (Public), Ar-Risalah (Islamic School), and Manjushri School (Non Islamic School).

Try-out result while observing Grade VIII Junior High School in Padang can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1. The Result of Science Literacy Try-out while Observing Grade VIII Junior High School in Padang.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>School</th>
<th>Average Score</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>SMPN 1 Padang</td>
<td>53,62</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SMP Ar-risalah Padang</td>
<td>44,40</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SMP Manjushri Padang</td>
<td>34,12</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

That score shows that the skill of science literacy students in Padang is low. It indicates that they are not able to comprehend the concept and science process nor implementing what they already learnt in daily life. Then the researcher doing interview with students and teachers and doing observation in science learning teaching to find out the causes.

Based on interview with students, researcher get information that they never experience anything related to science literacy.

They said that science literacy question sheet that they were facing is the first time for them to experiencing it. Students said that the question sheet is different than what their teacher normally test them. Science literacy test consist of long discourse and demand high level analyzing skill, whereas common science lesson. Science lesson do not contain long discourse and the question is quietly simple. It related with Rukman (2015) research the causes of student’s low level in science literacy is that the teacher never give them test like that before so that student skill in giving logical reasoning is still low.

Students statement is supported by interview result with science teacher. Teachers do not comprehend science literacy deeply. Then the question that teachers give to student is level C2 and still far from science literacy. Students statement is supported by interview result with science teacher. Teachers do not comprehend science literacy deeply. Then the question that teachers give to student is level C2 and still far from science literacy.

The other causes of student’s lack of science literacy is nowadays school lesson goal is different than what it needs in this era. Another evidence is that learning goal in school fulfill standart that is demanded by government, but they do not involve science process so it makes student do not get enough skill to face nowadays demands in education. It is also suit with Rizkita (2016) research. Students science literacy mastery is low due to learning teaching process do not involve science process. Diana (2015) said that students who low in science literacy is caused by different target of learning teaching process and what it needs in this era, 21th century.

The researcher has conducted science literacy try-out in order to determining student’s base skill by using question sheet that was made by another researcher. Researcher do not self-made question at that time so getting information about student’s skill first is important. By doing all of that, solution will be revealed later based on the problem that
occurs. That is why researcher made a research with the title “Analysis of Science Literacy Abilities of Class VIII Junior High School Students in Padang”.

II. METHOD

This kind of research is descriptive-type with purpose sampling technique based on comparison and contrast of schools status so 3 school was chosen; SMPN 1 Padang, Ar-Risalah and Manjushri Junior High School. Those school learn the same material; excretory and respiration system. The differentiation is SMPN 1 Padang is Public, Ar-Risalah is an Islamic School, and Manjushry School is Non Islamic School. In every school sample is decided randomly because each class is homogeneity.

Gathering data technique is valid and reliable question of science literacy and supported by interview with both students and teachers. The analyzing data technique is counting average score of science literacy result test. In checking the data validity is using triangulation technique.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Science literacy data is gathered from research respondent from those 3 school. Data is gathered from students’ result test and also supported by interviewing both students and teachers.

The result shows that student’s science literacy achievement is still low. It can be seen from average score from the total score of basic and science competency. Science literacy achievement is presented in Tables below; Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4.

3.1 Science Literacy Result Based on Total Score

Table 2. Science Literacy Result Based on Total Score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Sekolah</th>
<th>Average Score</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>SMPN 1 Padang</td>
<td>50,89</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SMP Ar-risalah Padang</td>
<td>46,67</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SMP Manjushri Padang</td>
<td>34,26</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>45,60</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Science Literacy Result Based on Basic Competency

Table 3. Science Literacy Result Based on Basic Competency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Basic Competency</th>
<th>SMPN 1</th>
<th>SMP Ar-risalah</th>
<th>SMP Manjushri</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Respiration system</td>
<td>55,30</td>
<td>52,20</td>
<td>35,29</td>
<td>49,65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Excretory system</td>
<td>46,01</td>
<td>40,55</td>
<td>33,13</td>
<td>41,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>101,31</td>
<td>92,75</td>
<td>68,42</td>
<td>90,77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td>50,66</td>
<td>46,38</td>
<td>34,21</td>
<td>45,39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Science Literacy Result Based on Science Competency

Table 4. Science Literacy Result Based on Science Competency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Science Competency</th>
<th>SMPN 1</th>
<th>SMP Ar-risalah</th>
<th>SMP Manjushri</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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The average combination of all test of science literacy is 45.56. That score shows that Class VIII Junior High School Padang skill in answering test is in low category. The causes is that students have no idea what science literacy is. Students do not know anything about science literacy and also science literacy Indonesian people is still low based on PISA result.

The lack of student’s knowledge toward science literacy because the school do not implement science literacy-based learning. It suited with researcher observation that all 3 school, learning teaching process is curriculum centered and not science literacy-based learning. That result is supported by interview with the teacher and teachers said that curriculum is not science literacy based and teacher do not implement it in teaching. It is related with Firman (2017); Siagian, P., et al. (2017) research, one of the causes of low science literacy level in Indonesia is lack of implementation in learning teaching that includes science process like formulating scientific question in observation, using knowledge to explain natural phenomenon and taking conclusion based on the fact from observation.

Student’s science literacy reached low-level is also caused by students behavior that they never see and doing science literacy test before. Students said that science literacy test is different than what their teacher normally give in learning teaching evaluation. In science literacy test, there is a long discourse that need high level comprehension and analyzing in aswering it, in normal science test, there no discourse and the question is not as long as science literacy and also easier.

The differentiation between their normal test and science literacy test make students feel down in doing it. That statement is strengthen by interview result that is teachers said that students never face test like that before and not get used with test that needs high level analyzing, and also the answer is not available in the book they have learned in daily learning teaching process due to their activity in leaning is by remembering books content not by comprehending.

Teacher also said that they never implement science literacy based in their classroom, related to Karnela (2015) research, one of the factor that affects student science literacy skill is student never faced science literacy test before and also it really different than what they ever done in answering question in daily science. The test that their teacher give is not in that level yet because it does not need high level analyzing and comprehending. It causes student’s lack of critical thinking in comprehending phenomenon. The low student’s comprehensioin level in analyzing science literacy is also supprted by Zahara (2012); Osborne, J. (2007), student's comprehesion level is still low because science literacy test is in hard level and need high level analyzing to answer it.

Basic competency that is observed in this is KD 3.9 analizing respiration system in human and understand what bothers respiration system, and effort to keep respiration system in a good condition and KD 3.10 understand excretion system in human and understand its disturbance and efforts to keep it healthy. Combination average based 45.39. That score shows that Padang students in Class VIII Junior High School skill in understanding those two basic comptency is still in low level category.

If talking about minimal passing grade that was determined by Depdiknas so learning teaching process is not good yet. According to Depdiknas (2004), a student achieve goal if mastered 75% of competency or at least got minimal score 75. Based on observation in each school those KD already learned by students. Then science literacy test will be held after mid-semester. It means that hopefully they will be able to get a good result because they have prepared and get used to it. A bit different in reality because student’s science literacy is still low. Students said the test is harder than test that teacher give before. That is why it affects student’s science literacy score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Explaining scientific phenomenon</th>
<th>Evaluating and designing scientific observation</th>
<th>Interpreting scientific data and evidence</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>46.15</td>
<td>44.16</td>
<td>31.22</td>
<td>152.35</td>
<td>50.78</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>54.84</td>
<td>46.03</td>
<td>34.45</td>
<td>140.05</td>
<td>46.68</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>51.36</td>
<td>49.86</td>
<td>37.10</td>
<td>102.77</td>
<td>34.25</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 136.69
Average: 45.56
Category: Low
Competency that get the highest score is KD 3.9 about respiration system. Thus students have a good mastery skill in respiration system rather than excretion. They said respiration system material is easier when excretion is more abstract for them, like kidney structures. Respiration system easier because it rather simple while excretion is abit complicated like learning mechanism include urine production.

Students behavior toward both materials, they favoured respiration system than excretion due to they tend to like material that is simple, not complex and not abstract. It can be said that students is a bit lazy to do a critical thinking so it makes their critical thinking is low. It related to Nuryanti, et al (2018); Rachmatullah, A., et al. (2016) research, stated that Junior High School student’s critical thinking categorized as low-level. It occurs due to learning style that is remembering text, rather than developing thinking skill so students will be lack of skill in aspire their own opinion or idea, lack in analyzing and also depends on others rather than have confidence in their won decision.

Lack in critical thinking has a bad impacts on education world. Student’s critical thinking is crucial to be developed because it will guide them to use their own thinking way to make their own decision and find smart solution rather than depends on other people. According to Kurniawati (2016); Rusilowati, A., et al. (2018), student’s critical thinking need to be developed because by mastering it students will be able to differentiate what is right and what is wrong, appearance and reality, fact and opinion, knowledge and belief. By having critical thinking skill, students will be able to solve problem by wise decision and able to improve their cognitive achievement. One of the ways to train students critical thinking is by giving learning atmosphere based on science literacy (Haryadi, 2015).

Science competency that get observed in this research is scientific phenomenon, evaluating, designing and interpreting scientific data and evidence. Result of science competency based on score combination of those 3 school got average 45,56. Those score shows that Junior High School students grade VIII in Padang at understanding content and understanding science process is still low.

Science content refers to core concept from science that is needed to comprehend nature phenomenon and changes that affects nature by human activity. Range of science content not only referenced by school science curriculum but also includes information from other sources.

Science process refers on mental process that is involve in answering certain question or solve it, like identification and interpreting evidence and explaining things.

The lack of students understanding in comprehend the content and science process shows that students science knowledge is still low and only based on what they learn in the school. It suits with research from Olyvia (2015), students skill in solving problem is not enough yet to be implemented in real life. When doing test they got problem in solving the problem and finding a good solution. It happens due to school way of learning still do not guide them in analyzing problem in learning.

Based on the data that was described in Table 4, the competency that has highest average score is in interpreting words and scientific evidence, and the lowest is on explaining scientific phenomenon. It shows that students is better in interpreting the data and scientific evidence rather than explaining scientific phenomenon and designing and evaluating scientific observation (Genci, M. 2015).

Students skill in interpreting the data and scientific evidence shows that students have a good skills in transforming data from different representation, analyzing and interpreting data and making a good conclusion, evidence and critical thinking in the text, assumption identification, evidence in comprehending text, differentiate argument that based on scientific argument and evidence from different source, even average score in interpreting and scientific evidence is higher than scientific phenomenon, but average score of interpreting and scientific evidene is categorizd as low-level. It means that student’s skill in analyzing, evaluating the data, claiming, and having argument is categorized as low-level.

The lowest science literacy competency is on explaining scientific phenomenon. It means that students have low skill in remembering, understanding, implementing and evaluating various nature phenomenon and technology. It is hard for them to explain scientific phenomenon because they never get trial of their skill in explaining it.

Less of activity that lets student develop their skill in explaining phenomenon make it hard for them to answer literacy test on that aspect. Then, in syllabus no text that relating learning with explaining scientific phenomenon, teacher only give material in the level of knowing certain phenomenon, not explaining phenomenon inscientific way that is why students have problem in doing this competency. The causes of bad score in explaining scientific phenomenon is students interest in reading books is still low (Martinez-Hernandez, K., et al. (2015); Purwani, (2018);
Ristina, H., et al. (2018); Ridho, S., et al. (2018) and also their habit is remembering what is on the book this whole time. In their usual time, teachers only gives them simple cases and phenomenen explanantia so they would be able to explain other phenomenen if asked but in reality the causes is their interest affect their skill in analyzing, critical thinking and problem solving. The problem also comes from students internal like less interest in reading discourse. It is related to Yulianda (2016) research that she said students is usually remembering material, but they do not comprehend and implement it in their lives, so it will fade quickly from their memory. When given science literacy test, many students answer it wrong.

Another low science competency is evaluation and designing scientific observation. It shows that students skill in describing and assessing scientific observation and also suggesting the way of solving the scientific question. It occurs due to science process skill of the students. Like what Hasan, E.N., et al. (2018); Nisa, E.N.C., et al. (2019); Rusilowati, A., et al. (2016); Winata, A. (2018), stated that a teaching that enhance students skill in science process so that they will get used to do science-literacy activity such as; identifying scientific question. The way that can be used to train students science process skill is by using science literacy based activity (Udompong, L., et al. (2014); Bellova, R., et al. (2018); Pamungkas, Z.S., et al. (2018).

IV. CONCLUSION

The conclusion of this research is the ability of class VIII Junior High School in Padang based on total scores, basic competency and science competency shows that the average value of SMPN 1 Padang is the highest. Then followed by the SMP Ar-risalah Padang and SMP Manjushri Padang with a low category.
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